Davines Carta Etica

To my incomparable parents
for having inspired me and many other,
every day of my life with the noble values
of this marvellous company
Davide

Why a Carta Etica?
This Carta Etica was drawn up to display Davines’ ethical wealth.
To highlight the values in play: those that we have at present or those
that need to be worked on, those that have been lost or are to be
defended and strengthened.
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Ouverture

Many worthy ideas that have emerged. Some, such as the
constant search for excellence, the sense of responsibility and
the spirit of initiative, are crucial for our development and
are therefore particularly important to me.
Other values, such as international outlook, beauty and
care, intrinsically represent Davines and its collaborators.
In addition there is the constructive spirit, sharing,
communication and courtesy which make it possible to work
in an atmosphere that makes it easier to reach the important
objectives that we have set ourselves and which the
international economic context requires.
Today, within an ever more demanding competitive scenario,
only organizations inspired by noble values will have long
lasting successes in the future, because they will be able to
attract and welcome people with special qualities, as is
happening in Davines.

One day, more than a year ago, I started to think about the
relationship between ethics and aesthetics. It didn't take me
long to decide that there should be a clear trace of this
relationship in the future of Davines.
I have always been convinced that work dignifies man. Living
and participating in this family has reinforced this conviction.
For two generations, every day, 365 days a year, my family
have dedicate themselves to the life and development of the
company.
Our dedication is as great as our ability to love and our
enthusiasm for life.
Life is an extraordinary gift and Davines represents our
opportunity to celebrate it.
This DNA, this attitude towards work, this winning cocktail
of competence and passion for what we do, has guaranteed
the company constant uninterrupted growth, year after year,
for 22 years, in Italy and in 60 countries around the world.

Davines is, and wishes to remain, a traditional artisan
company which understands that people represent its basic
wealth. The centrality of people is given priority over the
systems and structures that the company is using to develop.
The competitive challenge is important and everyone must
ask themselves if they feel ready to successfully face it, adhering
to the principle of meritocracy that has always guided our
organizational choices, and at the same time taking inspiration
from and defending the fundamental values of the company.

I believe that the Carta Etica project is essential to further
reinforce and consolidate the foundations that we have built:
it bears witness to company maturity.
I hope that the Carta Etica becomes a reference point for
all of us and that it can remind us of the way in which we wish
to grow and, above all, with which values.
Davines does not wish to become the biggest cosmetics
company in the world, but certainly the most beautiful, and
with all our efforts, also the most ethical.
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It is my wish that from today the Carta Etica becomes the
framework of exciting pages that we will write together in the
near future, which will guide us to be recognized as creators
of beauty and lifestyle internationally.
I thank you in advance for how you will be able every day,
every moment of your professional life, every instant spent
together, to build our great common project: Davines.
Davide Bollati
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Some thoughts around Davines Carta Etica

It is competition that pushes a company to continuously
improve its products and services, in order to gain the trust
of its clients and attract new ones.
The improvement of a competitor stimulates the other
companies in the same market to try to do even better. This
generates a virtuous circle, guaranteeing dynamism to the
sector. Without this push things would stagnate. Without this
push only those that are inspired by what other companies
propose would survive, to then copy it in a more or less exact
way. But if the pull of innovation is missing, there would be
nothing to inspire us and the stagnation of the market would
be the unavoidable consequence.
Therefore, awareness of the competition and its activities
is not only the lever to use to create company success. Intense
competition also means generating the vitality of a sector and
therefore motivates those operating within the sector to improve
their proposals, for the benefit of the customers and, in our
case, the clients of our customers.
Davines is a company with a strong inclination towards
competition. We wish to excel, to surprise our clients, make
our competitors envious of our ability to always create
something original and attractive. Already today our creations
are observed with admiration by large companies in the sector.
Their level of attention goes beyond what the figures say about
our current situation, though they do give positive indications
about the route we have taken.

Facing the subject of ethics within a company is a task where
the aims and outcomes are uncertain.
It certainly raises many questions, including the admissibility
of the subject, considering the risks which could hide in a
proposal of values which transcend those that traditionally
are recognized as pertaining to businesses.
I believe that it is possible to speak of ethics in a company
when its management has the genuine desire to reconcile the
project of the company with that of its personnel, and the
latter are willing to let the interests of the company for which
they work for take precedence over theirown personal interests.
There is no such thing as a company that suits everybody,
nor is there a person that is right for every company. The two
parties choose each other. Sometimes the choice is based on
necessity, sometimes it is chance that makes the choice for us.
Comparing approaches to ethical themes, on the other hand,
is an opportunity for making choices on the basis of adhesion
to a project based on shared values. These can be either
company values because the company wants to excel in
competition, as is the situation for Davines or the way that
one chooses to live their daily working life and their relationship
between colleagues and the way we live these choices.
Competition is not only a reality for a company, but also
the strongest lever to make a market progress, as is the case
in many other aspects of life.
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Honesty is literally the respect for the laws as in a correct
competition. Don't take it for granted that is always promoted.
Uprightness is the possibility to see the company we work
for respecting our values and ourselves as people.
Loyalty means respect for the values of the company, respect
which becomes easier as the adhesion within the company
becomes stronger.

It is not possible to ignore the figures. The figures reflect
the ability of a company to compete with success. And it is
not possible to have success if this is not highlighted by the
figures representing market share, total sales or profit.
Figures however can only speak of the past or at best the
present situation of a company, whereas to evaluate the reality
of a company other indicators must be considered. These
include the image and reputation of the brand, customer
satisfaction, the ability to innovate, the satisfaction of the
people working in the company. It should be clear that these
factors are more important for guaranteeing future success
for a company.
So to compete with success it is necessary to follow an ideal
of excellence on all these fronts.
We spend a lot of our time at work. Through work we can
develop our knowledge, increase our self-esteem, realize
ourselves professionally. Work can contribute to the building
of our life project.
But work can also cause frustration and lack of satisfaction,
so it is important to ask ourselves who is it worthwhile working
for?
The answer that I propose is that it is worthwhile working
for those that let us be honest, upright and loyal.
So honesty, uprightness and loyalty, are the three criteria
that I propose for choosing who it is worthwhile giving our
time to, and therefore the share of life that this represents.

For us, the drawing up of Davines Carta Etica represents
the possibility to identify the values that we wish to put into
play in our company life.
Transforming these values into behavioural attitudes will
be the best way to show our loyalty to Davines, as a company
and as a group of people, and will help to strengthen our
ability to compete successfully.
Paolo Braguzzi
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To avoid misunderstandings
What the Carta Etica is

What the Carta Etica is not
It is not a code. It does not contain laws, rules or rigid norms
to adhere to

It is a work instrument. It is designed to help those that consult
it to improve the quality of their work and to increase the wellbeing of their working life

It does not want to frighten, nor block the spontaneity or true
nature of anybody. It is not looking for passive readers who
simply fit in with its proposals

It is aimed at readers of goodwill who, starting from what is
contained within, to strive in a personal and continuous
journey towards ethical perfection

It should not be thought of as a sacred text to be handled with
awe, nor as an accessory which at best finds a place in some
desk drawer

It wishes to propose and discuss examples of good behaviour,
directions in which to act, guidelines on which to base daily
work activities.

It does not presume to resolve the complexity of ethical
problems raised

It wants to be used, handled, discussed. It hopes to give birth
to new ideas, to stimulate further reflections, other personal
responses to ethical problems posed by work

It does not think that it has definitively identified and mapped
out all ethical problems worthy of attention

It wants to be open to further contributions and to continuous
integrations and modifications, to be always updated and up
with the times

It is not an instrument for blaming people or departments for
any responsibility that they might have
It is not an instrument to brandish like a sword for personal
crusades, nor to be handled like a club to get summary justice
in work problems

It wishes to speak to the mind, but above all to the heart of
those that work. It wishes to leave a message of hope and
optimism. It tries to always give a glimpse of a better, possible
and more feasible future

It arises from the conviction that individual ethical effort also
implies structural changes to the system. But that one can, and
indeed must, improve the quality of the life at work starting
from little things, personal behaviour and attitudes, intervening
in the sense that each person gives to his work "here and now"
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Why should we follow a work ethic?
Two immediate answers, but of course there could be many
others
To increase our well-being at work

Because the true ethical search is a big competitive
advantage for the company

The word “ethics” derives from the Greek ethos whose
meanings include “home”, “man’s refuge”, “den”. The
etymology reminds us that the ethical search involves the
attempt to make the work place where we spend a large part
of our time more “homely”, more ours.
Through this ethical reflection we are trying to make work
become an aspect of well-being, where it is possible to develop
oneself, enter into sincere relationships with others, and try
to build a more just and equal community. A place we finally
feel is ours because it helps to give a deeper meaning to our
lives.

Frequently one associates, often incorrectly or
unconvincingly, the concept of ethics with the idea of the social
responsibility of the company. This Carta gives space to
reflections linked to a particular area of company
responsibility, that of internal responsibility between the
company and its collaborators.
Can the attempt to construct a more ethical world within
the company also have economic repercussions?
In a period of fierce international competition for Italian
products, companies that wish to excel have to respond by
reviewing their concept of quality.
The internal quality ethos is the key point. In Davines we
intend being among the first to adopt it and then involve our
clients.
We want our products to be a clear reflection of our working
methods, not only the unquestionable quality of raw materials
and processing, design and image, but also the entire ethical
spirit of the company.
Our customers will be holding not only an object, but also
a style and a way of life.
The product will show them the beauty of an organization
that has conceived, created and placed on the market using
methods and procedures that bear the hallmarks of human
well-being and quality of life.
With our product the customer will take away some of our
satisfaction and smile...
12

THE VALUES IN PLAY
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Value in play: COMMUNICATION
interpersonal relationships, trying to remove the inevitable
opacity of procedural mechanisms, shake out the selfish
torpors that block dialogue and the virtuous conception of
ideas.

“Communication” - wrote the philosopher Emmanuel Mounier
- “is less common than happiness, more fragile than beauty.
It takes nothing to break it between two people. How can one
hope to achieve it in a crowd?” An organization that aims at
excellence has no choice but to face the challenge.

Listen. Often we listen, not with the aim of understanding,
but only to reply. The false listener betrays his lack of interest
for productive dialogue. Listening certainly requires time, a
certain effort, practice and conviction. But we must realize
that listening carefully to understand another’s point of view
is the key to healthy communication.

What does communication mean?
Let’s look at some key points:
Coming out of oneself. The working life makes people
concentrate on themselves: communication implies
decentralization, coming out of oneself a little, becoming more
willing to accept and take on board with heart and mind the
people around us.
To understand each other. Communicating means ceasing to
consider things only from one’s own view point, trying to see
things from the position of others. All those that are involved
in the life of the company must understand that there are
many perspectives in the organizational logic. Each department
should look beyond its walls, and evaluate and consider the
rhythms, priorities and procedures of the other departments.
Sharing. Communication is an invitation to be generous, and
to avoid working in an alienated selfish way. The objectives
of the company, its values, its vision and mission represent a
great wealth of sense: everybody must be able to draw from
it, to feel stronger links with the work community, to be able
to give a true and deep reason for one’s daily work.
Unite. Communication means trying to overcome the
misunderstandings that are always lurking around
14

Value in play: SHARING
Often the logic of airtight compartments reigns at the
workplace. It is the logic of boundaries: I am here and you
are there, and inbetween there is the boundary line, which
rigidly separates roles and tasks, but also abilities and
knowledge. Everyone keeps his things to himself and there
are few moments for sharing and comparing.
There is however another possibility: multiply the frontier
situations. The frontier, unlike the boundary, is an authentic
space in the middle, a special reality between two different
realities, within which people, roles, experiences, knowledge
can meet, to experiment new solutions, and cross-fertilize.
Always creating occasions for renewing work boundaries is
the route to true work quality, based on continuous
improvement and the impulse to innovate.
For this reason we must always be better “frontier men”, “
dialogue mediators”. It will be up to us to create occasions
for meeting, integrating, discovering together new opportunities
for work improvement and professional growth.
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Value in play: COSMOPOLITAN RELATIONSHIPS
The work place’s well-being is created by the quality of the
contacts that bring us together. Doing things together is not
enough. One must feel a part of the same community. It is
necessary to open up, look at oneself and even smile at oneself.
Saint- Exupéry, many times quoted in this Charter, writes in
his matchless manner: The essential, more often than not,
has no weight. The essential element is often a smile. One is
repaid with a smile. One is recompensed by a smile. One is
animated by a smile. With a smile we reach levels that go
beyond language, caste and party. A truly precious lesson
for company life. The smile and other gestures make it possible
to connect people at levels that go beyond their inevitable
differences in culture, role and condition.
The relationships of mutual recognition which interlink people
are not to be understood as extra moments disconnected from
working life. These relationships give birth to group strength,
team spirit, resistance to stress! They release the open and
cosmopolitan behaviour which characterizes us, the
collaborative spirit, the ethical impulse. The quality of our
contacts will be our lasting and intangible force.
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Value in play: RESPONSIBILITY
Centuries ago humble craftsmen had the strength to build
great and wonderful cathedrals. How did they manage? There
can be no doubt that a very important factor was their having
cultivated a sense of pride in well-performed work. The cutters,
stone-cutters, sculptors, bricklayers, all felt that they were
“at the service” of the cathedral. They “lived” the great
construction as if it were their own dwelling, the building site
as an occasion to create the masterpiece, taking great care
with even the simplest actions. The stones were inert material
but they were animated every day by the spirit of men working
with passion and love.
The builders of cathedrals were well aware that he who saw
the cathedral behind his simple daily work transformed his
day and that of his colleagues into an stimulating task.
A romantic and sweet vision of work? No, if one considers
that the craftsman’s care and passion are the true added value
found in our products. That little something that our customers
recognize as our unmistakable trait. That strategic element
for which we are noticed immediately and which constitutes
a guarantee for our future successes.
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Value in play: RESPECT
Etymologically speaking “Respect” means “to notice”, “to
turn and look”, “to turn one’s attention towards someone or
something”. First and foremost respect is noticing that we are
not alone, and that around us the world is populated by other
beings, who simply ask to be noticed, not trampled on,
recognized for what they are and do.

For us, these forms of respect also involve a precise undertaking
in relationships outside the company.
- To us, our customers are not just codes or numbers. Despite
our continuous growth, we always have a personal
relationship with those that believe in us. One of the most
important aspects of the sales network is the human contact:
the “person” truly is our great added value!

In the work-place respect takes on four different forms of
recognition. It is worthwhile indicating them.

- We constantly listen with attention to the suggestions and
indications of customers and the market so as to proceed
along the route to excellence.

- Recognize the distinctive characteristics of those that surround
us and avoid omologation. To assimilate a person to a
type, a role or a function deprives him of his special and
distinctive characteristics: his uniqueness.

- We think of our customers as essential partners required to
transmit that message of total well-being and quality which
constitutes the authentic vocation of our company.

- Recognize that our collaborators have the right – duty to
have and express ideas and feelings. Respect means that we
must make the most of, and stimulate without reservation,
the freedom of thought and free expression. And not only
this it requires us to bring out the personal characteristics
and talents of each person, so as to find a role in keeping
with what each person can give.
- Recognize that all collaborators are important and significant
for the well-being of their work community.
- Recognize and appreciate good things that are created. Often
very little is needed to help another person to excel: a glance,
a compliment, a word of understanding or encouragement...
Without doubt, these are four crucial conditions for the quality
of our internal relations.
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Value in play: EQUILIBRIUM
Ethics requires us to enrich our understanding of time, to
give it a new equilibrium, to try to think and describe events
in a different way.
Two rhythms must exist together in the company.
A light, mobile, lively, anticipatory rhythm, based on curiosity
and immediacy, illumination and forward-looking intuitions.
A rhythm that is attentive to the extremely competitive
environment in which the company moves and the economic
scenarios that condition its growth.
Alongside this there must be a mineral, underground, telluric
rhythm, characterized by slow and meticulous adjustments,
without impatience, a rhythm that leaves in its wake enduring
thoughts and settled works destined to last. A rhythm attentive
to the people that represent the irreplaceable capital of the
company.
It is important to be able to find our rhythm, which is neither
too regular and banal, nor chaotic and accidental. But by
following a regulated, strategic rhythm which is produced
when one remains in the duration of the events, without rigidity
or useless obsessions, remaining open, mobile and fluid like
the natural course of things and people.
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Value in play: INVOLVEMENT
What is involvement at work? He who cares about his work
puts himself in his actions. He becomes involved in the working
life. His work is important to him, he considers it to be an
expression of himself and this being the case he gives his best
to it.
He who cares is attentive, he looks around him, he feels that
the entire life of the company in some way concerns him. He
refuses any contact with “amoral work tribalism”: in other
words, he does not fall into the trap of considering worthy of
attention only that which is linked to his little “professional
family”, to the role or duties covered, whereas all that is
communal and which is found outside the walls of the office
or the role deserves only disregard or disinterest.
Those that are involved make an effort, they cultivate projects
and their work is animated with hope. They defend themselves
and refuse to be influenced by those who humiliate all forms
of idealism, deride involvement, inseminate sterile doubts.
Types of behaviour that are particularly contrary to the spirit
of our company which is characterized by great foresight and
an extraordinary belief in the future.
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Value in play: COURTESY
Courtesy is that ability to use one’s intelligence to take into
consideration the circumstances and state of mind of the
people that surround us. It is that ability which pushes us to
go a little beyond ourselves, so as to explore the world as
others might see and feel it.
Why courtesy? Firstly because an organization that is truly
excellent and responsible cannot ignore the quality of the
working life of the people who spend a large part of their time
there.
Finally, courtesy is a powerful instrument to make relationships
flow better, a fundamental presupposition for living and
working together, due to its capacity for spreading in the work
community a particular ethical push towards collaboration
and human relationships.
What does the use of courtesy require? It does not require
great gestures or particular sacrifices. Rather courtesy consists
in the use of simple words and little daily gestures to maintain
the high self-esteem of others, in adopting simple attitudes so
as not to limit or sometimes even crush their independence
and their freedom of action. A question of form, therefore?
Yes, but form that is important and which is based on precise
underlying ethical values.
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Value in play: CONSTRUCTIVE SPIRIT
been done and to identify possible margins for improvement,
is truly the laboratory of excellence.

Error as disorder or breakdown of equilibriums within a
living system forms part of the life of the organization.
It must be faced, not ignored.
Error leads to costs, both human and economic, and a series
of problems. It must not be tolerated. And it must not be
ignored or thought of as merely bad luck or the inability of
other people, and therefore not worthy of our attention. The
non-occasional error is often an indication of a systematic
problem. It is almost always a challenge that tests our
organizational lucidity and maturity.
It must never be confused with the person who errs.
Looking for someone to blame is a shortcut, which leads us
further into the woods...
Confusing the analysis of the problem that has arisen, which
obviously does not exclude the identification of the people
responsible, with the obsessive and blind hunt for someone
to blame for the error, means keeping the error active which,
as a system malfunction, remains and continues to operate
underground with all of its devastating power intact, ready
to explode again at the first possible occasion.
It should be considered as an occasion for learning and
improving.
It is often said that science progresses via proofs and errors.
And so it is for the life of the company. Errors are the measure
of the organization as much as successes. They just have a
different language. Both, successes and errors, indicate routes
to follow or leave, territories to cultivate or abandon.
The truth of tomorrow is nourished by the errors of yesterday!
Error, if understood as an opportunity to analyse what has
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Value in play: EXCELLENCE
Is there an easy way to translate the concept of excellence? It
could be “doing things properly”.
The search for excellence is an inexhaustible aspiration, a
yearning, which requires courage, effort and ambition. But
this is not enough.
To excel means “knowing how to look beyond”, knowing how
to dream and imagine that which doesn’t exist yet, to then,
thoroughly awake, give the dignity of life to one’s dreams.
To excel implies the idea of completeness of being, it is a
“panoramic doing well”, an action able to embrace all, which
knows how to look around and observe in their complexity
the wholeness of the organizational events.
To excel means “do well with circumspection”, knowing how
to work while looking around, so as not to overlook anything
or anyone that could contribute to the well-being of the
organizational life.
To excel means “do things well in a measured way”, seek a
correct balance between the various components of the
organizational activity, mixing them wisely in accordance with
precise relationships.
To excel means “do things well in the light of a clear “company
social responsibility”. In other words, excellence represents
the social contribution given by the company, in terms of
higher quality of product provided, and the ability to suitably
respond to the fundamental needs of the environment where
the company operates and of the people involved in the life
of the company.
To excel means “doing things well while wanting to do them
better”, the way of companies that are not content with the
hunt for pure profit, but who wish to give an ethical, higher,
extra meaning to all phases and moments of the organizational
activity.
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Value in play: UNITY
the continuous meetings and interconnections between the
participants in great enterprises.
What does the “confusion of the languages” mean? The rising
of discord and distrust, the spreading suspicion. It is the
symbol of the division which changes the companion into a
stranger who cannot be trusted or even an opponent to defeat.
Davines is our great work: we are all raising it to the peak of
absolute excellence.

The Bible tells us that there was a time when everybody in
the world spoke the same language and all men used the same
words. These men wanted to build a city and a tower whose
top touched the sky. They met and began building. It was
already possible to see the tower standing out high and proud.
The Lord then descended to the earth, saw what men were
building, saw what, if they remained united, they were about
to create. He then decided to confuse their language, so that
they couldn’t understand each other, they would abandon the
work and therefore populate the earth. And this is how it
happened. The building of the tower and city stopped, and
mankind spread all over the world
The episode of the Tower of Babel is very well-known. So
famous that one forgets the teachings hidden among the folds
of the story.
What does “speak the same language” mean? In organizational
terms it symbolizes the gathering together around the same
ideals, the sharing of a common ethos and the same values,
the uniting of forces to reach the same objectives.
What does the “tower” symbolize? The perfect unity of
intentions which makes it possible to reach the most ambitious
goals. The reference point common to all and around which
all gather. The pole star that keeps us on track and prevents
us wasting our efforts.
What is the “tower building site”? A work community that
finds its force in solidarity, in common enterprise, a group of
men that is able to overcome its differences and channel each
individual effort towards a higher good.
It symbolizes the strict link between the parts of a system,
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Value in play: SPIRIT OF INITIATIVE
To be regulated but impersonal, or chaotic but creative?
Between the spirit that is somewhat held back by the procedures
and the chaos that acts capriciously we must follow a third
way: find and use as well as possible what we can call “rules
based on spirit of initiative”. What does this comprise? With
an over-rigid rule there is the risk of restricting behaviour
and undermining personal effort. At the other extreme, chaos
reigns.
A system of procedures based on spirit of initiative, on the
other hand, promotes creative behaviour: makes it possible
to exploit the rules, makes it possible to invent or innovate,
starting from what they prescribe. Initiative must not be
slowed down by rules, rather they should help one to leap
forwards, like stones used to cross a river, to build new action
strategies. In other words change the organizational procedures
into excellent action rules, that are able to express order and
potential creativity, stability and possible novelty.
Of course all of this; reason, intuition and enterprising spirit,
requires people who are highly motivated, versatile, with a
certain spirit of initiative. Complete people who can measure
up to the life of our company, who are able to meet the
requirements asked of us on a daily basis. Unusual men and
women, who are independent, capable of drawing the best
from themselves and the work environment.
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Value in play: BEAUTY
We use our products to propose an unequivocal message of
well-being, harmony, style, elegance, grace. In short, we offer
beauty. There is a question that we should all ask: is it possible
to propose beauty without being beautiful?

which to be beautiful through the beauty of the organizational
set up.
“Beautiful and good”, said the ancients, who believed that
there was an inseparable unity between exterior and interior
beauty. Through its products and management policies,
Davines re-proposes, for itself and for its customers, this
ancient wisdom.

But let’s be clear. What kind of beauty are we talking about?
A Greek word can help us to understand. Kosmos, which is
the origin of such words as “cosmology” or “cosmonaut”, for
the Greeks meant “correct order”, “appropriate organization”.
It meant the correct layout of things in the world. The word,
therefore, transmitted the idea of ethical order underlying
the phenomenal world.
However, there were also aesthetic connotations, linked with
“beautifying”, with “ornaments”, with the decorous,
convenient, suitable (hence the term “cosmetics”!). A series
of layers, therefore.
As we can see, the term kosmos contains the idea of a profound
level which is also seen on the surface, it expresses a vision
of the world where the aesthetic dimension is strictly linked
with the ethical sphere. And it shows us the route to follow.
The beauty that we must reach is unleashed by the coherence
between profound values and little gestures, between principles
and everyday behaviour. It is the result of the ability to
transform in internal life style that style that we adopt for
external presentation. It is the result of the combination of
substance and form, contents and expressions.
Beauty is coherence! Coherence is strength! The beauty
expressed by our products must be reflected in the beauty of
the people called upon to a conceive, create and offer them.
These people, however, must be offered the conditions in
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The voices of Davines Carta Etica
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The voices of Davines Carta Etica
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...together with the rest the Davines colleagues,
present in our tales and reflections
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A space for your thoughts...
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A space for your thoughts...
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